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Abstract
We build the first family of smooth bubbling microstate geometries that are
asymptotic to the near-horizon region of extremal five-dimensional Kerr black
holes (NHEK). These black holes arise as extremal non-supersymmetric highly-
rotating D1-D5-P solutions in type IIB string theory on T4×S1. Our solutions
are asymptotically NHEK in the UV and end in the IR with a smooth cap. In the
context of the Kerr/CFT correspondence, these bubbling geometries are dual to
pure states of the 1+1 dimensional chiral conformal field theory dual to NHEK.
Since our solutions have a bubbling structure in the IR, they correspond to an
IR phase of broken conformal symmetry, and their existence supports the possi-
bility that all the pure states whose counting gives the Kerr black hole entropy
correspond to horizonless bulk configurations.
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1 Introduction
The construction and analysis of smooth solitonic geometries in supergravity have at-
tracted an intense activity over the last few years driven by the fuzzball proposal [1].
This proposal postulates that the semi-classical picture of black hole breaks down near
its horizon and the black hole quantum state is a vector in a Hilbert space spanned by
microstates approximated by smooth horizonless geometries that have the same mass,
angular momentum and charges as the corresponding black hole. Most microstate ge-
ometries that have been constructed so far correspond to supersymmetric extremal black
holes [2–6]. This domain of research brought many fruitful developments as the con-
struction of the entropy enigma [7], the calculation of index-jumps when crossing walls
of marginal stability [8], their application to AdS2 holography [9], the quantization of
the phase space of multicenter solution [10] and many others.
From this large amount of breakthroughs, it is natural to take this line of research
further towards the description of microstates of real astrophysical black holes. Several
steps were taken in the construction of non-extremal non-supersymmetric black hole
microstates [11–14].
In the present work, we are interested in the extreme Kerr black hole. Such a black
hole in four dimensions has an angular momentum J which saturates the bound J ≤
GM2 and its near-horizon geometry contains a specific warped AdS3 factor (WAdS3),
which is a particular U(1) fiber over AdS2.
The Kerr/CFT correspondence has been first conjectured in [15] and relates the
near-horizon geometry of extremal Kerr black hole (NHEK) to a chiral 2-dimensional
conformal CFT whose the central charges are given by the angular momenta of the black
hole. This conjecture correctly reproduces via Cardy’s formula the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy of the black hole. Nevertheless, even if there are several possible candidates of
dual “CFT2” as a dipole CFT [16] or as warped-CFT [17], the Kerr/CFT holographic
dictionary is still poorly understood. Hence, it is very useful to have concrete examples,
if not of the CFT, then of asymptotically NHEK geometries, which are bulk duals of
pure CFT states.
For this purpose, it is crucial to have embeddings of NHEK in string theory as
geometries arising from a system of D-branes. One of these is the six-dimensional uplift
of the extremal non-supersymmetric D1-D5-P black hole in type IIB string theory on
T 4 × S1 [18–20]. This theory contains the extremal non-supersymmetric Kerr-Newman
black hole solution with one of its angular momenta set to be zero. Its near-horizon
geometry is a squashed S3 (SqS3) over WAdS3 which corresponds to a NHEK geometry,
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but the warp factor is constant, unlike for the NHEK solution in four dimensions 1.
In [21], it has been shown that WAdS3×SqS3 solutions, of which the NHEK space-
time is a particular example, can be obtained from AdS3×S3 by a specific sequence
of supergravity transformations known as ST U transformations or generalized spectral
flows [22]. This sets up the first cornerstone to build more solutions with a NHEK re-
gion in supergravity since they can be generated from more “common” six-dimensional
non-supersymmetric extremal solutions in type IIB string theory (see [23] for instance).
The main goal of this paper is to apply this technique to construct smooth bubbling
geometries which are asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 or more particularly asymptotically
NHEK. Our methodology is to start from a family of initial non-supersymmetric ex-
tremal solutions known as almost-BPS multicenter solutions [24, 25]. As their BPS
cousins, they are defined by a certain number of centers in a four-dimensional Taub-
NUT space which carry magnetic and electric charges corresponding to branes wrapping
cycles of the transverse space. The supersymmetry is broken in a subtle way by having
opposite duality between the Taub-NUT space and the fluxes [24]. Their conditions of
existence being close to the BPS multicenter solutions, one can easily generate families
of almost-BPS solutions using similar technique as for BPS solutions. Following the
idea of [26], we will work with the family of almost-BPS solutions with three super-
tube centers in Taub-NUT. Each center preserves locally 16 supersymmetries. One can
systematically construct such solutions and their parameter space is well-understood.
Initially, these solutions are not regular in six dimensions since each species of super-
tube sources a different KKM dipole charge. However, as explained in [22], the three
generalized spectral flows transform each of the three supertube centers to a smooth
Gibbons-Hawking center. We then expect that the spectrally-flowed solutions which are
the ones containing the NHEK will be smooth.
If the generalized spectral flows map one BPS solution to another, they have a much
richer structure for almost-BPS solutions as the spectrally flowed solutions do not belong
to the almost-BPS class any more [27]. By deriving the effect of generalized spectral
flows on our three-supertube solutions, we will show in section 3 that one can indeed
obtain systematically asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 solutions by just constraining the
initial solutions to have both angular momenta to be zero in order to be asymptotic to
the specific U(1) fiber over AdS2 that gives the full AdS3.
Having the same metric at infinity is not the only requirement to build either asymp-
totically WAdS3×SqS3 or asymptotically NHEK solutions. The periodicities of the an-
gles of the squashed 3-sphere and the angle of the warped AdS3 must have a specific
form (equation (2.7) for WAdS3 with the specification (2.8) for NHEK). Imposing such
1In 4d NHEK the warp factor depends on the polar angle.
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Figure 1: Schematic description of the construction of a family of smooth asymptotically
NHEK solutions from the family of almost-BPS solutions.
periodicities to our solutions in the UV has a major impact on the smoothness of the
geometry in the IR. Indeed, multicenter solutions have a R1,4×S1 local geometry around
each center. Thus, depending on the periodicities of the angles, conical defects can oc-
cur at these locations. A tedious smoothness analysis needs to be performed to have a
smooth discrete quotient of R1,4×S1 at each center.
We sketch the overall idea about our construction of smooth bubbling asymptotically
WAdS3×SqS3 or asymptotically NHEK geometries in Figure 1. The recipe we use to
construct the solutions has the following steps:
• We start with a specific family of almost-BPS solutions. They have four centers,
one is the center of Taub-NUT and the three others are two-charge supertube cen-
ters of different species. This choice of solution is just a matter of simplicity since
a systematic construction is given in [26] when the solutions are supersymmetric.
However, nothing prevents from taking different almost-BPS configurations. We
construct asymptotically AdS2×S1×S3 solutions where the S1 fibration over AdS2
gives the full AdS3. Moreover, we require their left and right angular momenta to
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be zero.
• We perform three generalized spectral flows which transform the UV geometry to
WAdS3×SqS3 and preserve the bubble feature in the IR.
• We identify the periodicities at infinity of WAdS3×SqS3 or NHEK and impose the
absence of conical singularities at the centers.
Once all these steps are performed, we obtain a family of smooth bubbling geome-
tries, asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 or asymptotically NHEK in type IIB on T4. From
a Kerr/CFT perspective, these bubbling geometries are dual to CFT pure states of the
chiral CFT2 dual to WAdS3 or NHEK.
Nearly extreme Kerr black holes have been observed in the sky ([28] for instance).
Thus, our construction can also lead to interesting astrophysical computations. One can
compute the Kerr multipole moments of our solutions to see if there exist deviations
from the Kerr black hole solution. This could give interesting observable imprints of the
microstate structure of black holes on the gravitational wave emission after a collision
between two black holes, which are expected to be measurable with LISA.
In section 2.1, we review the six-dimensional uplift of the non-supersymmetric rotat-
ing D1-D5-P black holes in type IIB string theory on T 4. We discuss their near-horizon
geometry and the specific transformations which deform AdS3 to WAdS3. In section 3,
we review the almost-BPS solutions in type IIB, the effect of generalized spectral flows
on multicenter solutions and we discuss in detail the systematic construction of our
starting family of almost-BPS solutions. In section 4 we apply the procedure discussed
above to construct asymptotically WAdS3 smooth bubbling solutions and in section 5 we
construct similarly asymptotically NHEK smooth bubbling solutions. In both sections,
we give explicit examples of solutions.
6
2 5D extremal rotating black holes in type IIB
In this section we briefly review the description of non-supersymmetric three-charge over-
rotating Cvetic-Youm black holes which arise in the low-energy limit of type IIB string
theory compactified on T 4 × S1 [18–20]. We describe their near-horizon or NHEK limit
and the more general family of warped-AdS3 geometries (WAdS3) to which those NHEK
solutions belong to [16, 21, 29–31]. We also discuss the supergravity transformations
which deform an AdS3 geometry to a WAdS3 geometry [21].
2.1 The non-supersymmetric extremal D1-D5-P black holes
We work in the context of type IIB string theory on a T 4 × S1. We assume that the
torus is much smaller than the one-sphere. As a consequence, the five-dimensional black
hole solutions can be seen as six-dimensional black string solutions. In this paper, we
consider a four-parameter family of non-supersymmetric extremal spinning black holes
characterized by a mass M , two SU(2)L and SU(2)R angular momenta JL and JR and
three charges QI with I = 1, 5, p as follows
M = 2 a2
(
c21 + s
2
1 + c
2
5 + s
2
5 + c
2
p + s
2
p
)
,
JR = 0,
JL = 4 a
3 (c1c5cp + s1s5sp) ,
QI = 4 a
2 sIcI , I = 1, 5, p,
(2.1)
where sI = sinh δI and cI = cosh δi. The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and the left and
right temperatures are
SBH = 2pi
√
J2L −Q1Q5Qp = 8pi a3 (c1c5cp − s1s5sp) ,
TL = 0,
TR =
1
pi
√
1− Q1Q5Qp
J2L
.
(2.2)
The metric of the six-dimensional black string is [20, 29]
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ds26 = −
(
1− 4a
2c2p
rˆ2 + a2
)
dtˆ2√
H1H5
+
(
1 +
4a2s2p
rˆ2 + a2
)
dyˆ2√
H1H5
+
8a2spcp
(rˆ2 + a2)
√
H1H5
dtˆ dyˆ + (rˆ2 + a2)
√
H1H5
(
rˆ2
(rˆ2 − a2)2 drˆ
2 + dθˆ2 (2.3)
+ cos2 θˆ dψˆ2 + sin2 θˆ dφˆ2
)
+
4a4
(rˆ2 + a2)
√
H1H5
(
cos2 θˆ dψˆ + sin2 θˆ dφˆ
)2
− 8a
3
(rˆ2 + a2)
√
H1H5
((c1c5cp + s1s5sp)dt+ (s1s5cp + c1c5sp)dyˆ)
(
cos2 θˆ dψˆ + sin2 θˆ dφˆ
)
where
Hi = 1 +
4a2s2i
rˆ2 + a2
, i = 1, 5. (2.4)
The coordinate rˆ is the radial coordinate of the four-dimensional base space defined by
rˆ and the three angles θˆ, φˆ, ψˆ and yˆ is the KK direction. The periodicities of the angles
yˆ, ψˆ and φˆ are2
(yˆ, ψˆ, φˆ) =

(yˆ, ψˆ, φˆ) + 2pi (1, 0, 0)
(yˆ, ψˆ, φˆ) + 2pi (0, 1, 0)
(yˆ, ψˆ, φˆ) + 2pi (0, 0, 1)
, (2.5)
The geometry is asymptotically R1,4 × S1 and has an event horizon at rˆh = a.
2.2 The near-horizon extremal Kerr geometry
The near-horizon geometry of the six-dimensional uplift of the five-dimensional black
hole solutions given in (2.3) has been shown to be a near-horizon extremal Kerr geometry
(NHEK) [16, 21, 29, 30, 32]. It is a squashed S3 fibered over warped AdS3 with specific
angle periodicities.
The near-horizon limit is obtained by changing the coordinates as follows
t =
4pi 
S
tˆ, r =
rˆ2 − a2

, y =
S
piQ1Q5
(
yˆ − VH tˆ
)
,
ψ = ψˆ + φˆ− 8pi a
2
S
tˆ− 4JL
Q1Q5
(
yˆ − VH tˆ
)
, φ = ψˆ − φˆ, θ = 2 θˆ, (2.6)
2We have chosen the unit Ryˆ = 1.
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where VH is the linear velocity VH = −8pi a
3(c1c5sp−s1s5cp)
S
. Thus, the periodicities of y, ψ
and φ are given by the following identifications
(y, ψ, φ) =

(y, ψ, φ) + 2pi (Ty,−Tψ, 0)
(y, ψ, φ) + 2pi (0, 2, 0)
(y, ψ, φ) + 2pi (0, 1, 1)
, (2.7)
with
Ty ≡ S
piQ1Q5
, Tψ ≡ 4JL
Q1Q5
. (2.8)
By taking the limit  → 0, the near-horizon metric in terms of the above coordinates
gives rise to a T2 fibration over AdS2× S2
ds2NHEK =
κ2
4
[
−r2dt2 + dr
2
r2
+ γ (dy + rdt)2 + γ (dψ + cos θdφ)2
+ 2α (dy + rdt)(dψ + cos θ dφ) + dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
]
.
(2.9)
where the warp constant factors γ and α and the length κ are given by
γ = 1 +
1
(c21 + s
2
1)(c
2
5 + s
2
5)
, α =
1
c21 + s
2
1
+
1
c25 + s
2
5
,
κ2 = 2a2
√
(c21 + s
2
1)(c
2
5 + s
2
5) .
(2.10)
This background belongs to the family of deformations of AdS3×S3 into squashed S3
(SqS3) over warped AdS3 (WAdS3) [33–35]. However, for generic WAdS3×SqS3 back-
grounds, the periods Ty and Tψ (2.7) are arbitrary.
One can rewrite the solutions in terms of the SU(2)L-invariant one-forms on S
3
σ1 = cosψ dθ + sin θ sinψ dφ , σ2 = − sinψ dθ + sin θ cosψ dφ ,
σ3 = dψ + cos θ dφ ,
(2.11)
and the SL(2,R)L-invariant one forms on AdS3
w+ = −e−y
(
dr
r
+ rdt
)
, w− = ey
(
dr
r
− rdt
)
, w3 = dy + rdt, (2.12)
to make the WAdS3×SqS3 geometry manifests
ds2NHEK =
κ2
4
(−w+w− + γ w23 + σ21 + σ22 + γ σ23 + 2αw3σ3) . (2.13)
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In the present paper, we want to build asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 and more partic-
ularly asymptotically NHEK bubbling geometries. For that purpose, it is interesting
to review the supergravity transformations described in [21] which deform AdS3×S3 →
WAdS3×SqS3 since building asymptotically AdS3×S3 geometries is well-controlled and
well-known.
2.3 From AdS3×S3 to WAdS3×SqS3
The sequence of supergravity transformations from an AdS3×S3 spacetime to a
WAdS3×SqS3 has been exhaustively detailed in [21]. We just give a brief summary
in this section. The transformations can be seen as a series of ST U transformations or
equivalently as a sequence of three generalized spectral flows:
- A T Ka¨hler transformation or the first generalized spectral flow.
A T Ka¨hler transformation consists of a T-duality along y followed by a shift of
ϕ→ ϕ+γy where ϕ can be either ψ or φ and a T-duality back along y. We usually
denote such a transformation as “TsT”. The first generalized spectral flow differs
from T transformation by a S-duality at the beginning and at the end (STsTS)
and it induces the same transformation of the geometry.
- A S transformation or the second generalized spectral flow.
Using the previous notation, the second generalized spectral flow can be denoted as
a T4STsTST4 transformation where the “T4” part refers to four T-dualities on the
transverse 4-torus. A S transformation corresponds to the same transformation
with an S-duality at the beginning and at the end.
- A U transformation or the third generalized spectral flow.
The transformations correspond to a volume-preserving change of coordinate which
simply corresponds to a shift “s” of ϕ.
The two possible choices of ϕ differ significantly. If the AdS3×S3 background has a
dual three-form field strength, the ST U transformations associated to this background
(SL(2,R)L×SU(2)L invariant) or the generalized spectral flows along ψ will preserve
supersymmetry and the transformed geometry will remain AdS3×S3. Reversely, if the
three-form field strength is anti-self-dual, the ST U transformations associated to this
background (SL(2,R)L×SU(2)R invariant) or the generalized spectral flows along φ will
break supersymmetry and will transform the geometry to WAdS3×SqS3 (see section 2.2
of [21] for more precision).
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3 Almost-BPS bubbling geometries in type IIB
In the previous section, we have described the UV geometry we want to build. We
have detailed how it can be obtained from an AdS3×S3 UV geometry by spectral flow
transformations. In the current section, we discuss our choice of non-supersymmetric
extremal bubbling geometries. We work with a family of “almost-BPS” multicenter
solutions in type IIB string theory on a T4×S1 [24, 25, 27, 36, 37]. We will be brief in
the review of their general construction in section 3.1 as these solutions are discussed
in great detail in [25]. In section 3.2 we explain the construction of asymptotically
AdS3×S3 almost-BPS solutions. Then, we review the effect of generalized spectral flows
on these geometries in section 3.2 [27]. Finally, we focus on the particular family of three
almost-BPS two-charge supertubes in R4 in section 3.4.
3.1 Multicenter solutions in Taub-NUT
The extremal almost-BPS solutions are constructed with the same ansatz of type IIB
metric and matter fields as the BPS solutions:
ds2ABPS = −
1
Zp
√
Z1Z5
(dt+ k)2 +
√
Z1Z5ds
2
4 +
Zp√
Z1Z5
(Ap + dy)
2 +
√
Z1
Z5
ds2T4 ,
e2Φ =
Z1
Z5
, (3.1)
B(2) = 0,
AI = − dt+ k
ZI
+ aI , I = 1, 5, p,
where ZI are the warp factors with I = 1, 5, p encoding respectively the electric D1, D5
and P charge, aI are the magnetic one-forms, k the angular momentum one-form, AI
are the electromagnetic gauge fields and ds4 is a hyper-Ka¨hler four-dimensional metric
which is chosen to have a Gibbons-Hawking form [38, 39]
ds24 = V
−1 (dψ + A)2 + V
(
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
)
, ?3dA = dV . (3.2)
The Hodge star ?3 is with respect to the three-dimensional base space, the one-form A
is a Kaluza-Klein gauge field and V is the Taub-NUT potential:
V = h∞ +
q
r
=⇒ A = q cos θ dφ. (3.3)
The RR three-form flux is given by
F (3) = dA1 ∧ (Ap + dy)−
(
Z5
5
Z1
3Zp
2
)1/4
?5 dA5 . (3.4)
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The almost-BPS equations of motion are
daI = − ?4 daI ,
d ?4 dZI =
|IJK |
2
daJ ∧ daK ,
dk − ?4dk = ZIdaI ,
(3.5)
where ?4 is the Hodge star with respect to the Gibbons-Hawking space and IJK is the
Levi-Civita tensor with 15p = 1. An almost-BPS background breaks supersymmetry
by reversing the duality of the magnetic dipole field strengths daI and of the angu-
lar momentum one-form k (anti-self-dual) relative to the duality of the curvature of
the Gibbons-Hawking space (self-dual). We expand aI and k along the ψ-fiber of the
Gibbons-Hawking space
aI = KI(dψ + A) + wI k = µ(dψ + A) + ω. (3.6)
The equations of motion become equations on the three-dimensional base space
d ?3 dZI =
|IJK |
2
V d ?3 d(KJKK),
?3 dwI = V dKI −KI dV,
?3 dω = V ZIdKI − d(µV ),
d ?3 d(µV ) = − d(V ZI) ?3 dKI
(3.7)
The solutions are determined by eight harmonic functions {V,K1, K5, Kp, L1, L5, Lp,M}
where the functions LI source the warp factors ZI and M sources µ. Each harmonic
function is sourced by n+ 1 centers on the three-dimensional base space. In the present
paper, we are interested in axisymmetric configurations where the centers are denoted
by a coordinate ai on the z axis in R3, i = 0...n with a0 = 0,. The harmonic functions
carry a charge at each center. We use the following notation:
KI = kI∞ +
n∑
i=0
kIi
ri
, LI = l
I
∞ +
n∑
i=0
Q
(I)
i
ri
, M = m∞ +
n∑
i=0
mi
ri
, (3.8)
where ri is the three-dimensional distance to the i
th center ri =
√
r2 + a2i − 2rai cos θ.
From those expressions and the equations (3.7), one can derive the general form of the
warp factors [25]
ZI = LI +
|IJK |
2
∑
j,k
(
h∞ +
qr
ajak
)
kJj k
K
k
rjrk
, (3.9)
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and the generic expression of the angular momentum one-form k given by ω and µ can
be found in [25].
In anticipation of the computation of generalized spectral flows in section 3.3, we
define four magnetic and electric one-forms, vI and v0, determined by the following
equations
?3dvI ≡ − dZI + |IJK |
2
(V d(KJKK)−KJKKdV ) ,
?3dv0 ≡ KIdZI − ZIdKI +K1K5KpdV − V d(K1K5Kp).
(3.10)
These solutions do not necessarily correspond to physical geometries. For that pur-
pose, regularity conditions have to be satisfied [25]:
- Since the angular momentum one-form ω is proportional to dφ, ω must vanish on
the z-axis where φ degenerates to avoid Dirac-Misner string singularities. This
imposes n+ 1 bubble equations on the distances between the centers (see [25] for
the generic equations).
- The absence of closed timelike curves requires the positivity of the quartic invari-
ant:
I4 ≡ Z1Z5ZpV − µ2V 2 > 0. (3.11)
Those regularity conditions constrain significantly the parameter space of the so-
lutions. Once they are satisfied, we have a family of extremal non-supersymmetric
solutions in six dimensions which cap off in the IR. The solutions are regular everywhere
but they might have singularities at the centers. These corresponding regularity condi-
tions depend on the nature of the centers and will be discussed for supertube centers in
section 3.4.2.
3.2 Asymptotics of multicenter solutions
In section 2.3 we have described a procedure to go from an AdS3×S3 UV region to
WAdS3×SqS3. We discuss now the asymptotics of a bubbling almost-BPS solution. We
derive the conditions to be asymptotic to the specific S1 fibration over AdS2×S3 that
gives the full AdS3×S3:
ds2∞ ∝ − r2dt2 +
dr2
r2
+ (dy + rdt)2 + dΩ23. (3.12)
The asymptotics of a multicenter solution is given by the large-distance behavior of the
warp factors ZI , the Gibbons-Hawking function V and the angular momentum one-form
13
k. We already assume that the constant term in V is zero which is a straightforward
necessary condition to have an AdS factor at infinity. The series expansion of ZI , V and
k involves the constant terms lI∞ and m∞, the D1, D5 and P charges and the left and
right angular momenta of the solution which we denote as q1, q5, qp, jL and jR:
Z1 ∼
r→∞
l1∞ +
q1
r
, Z5 ∼
r→∞
l5∞ +
q5
r
, Zp ∼
r→∞
lp∞ +
qp
r
,
k ∼
r→∞
jR + jL cos θ
r
dψ + q
jL + jR cos θ
r
dφ, V ∼
r→∞
q
r
.
(3.13)
From the metric (3.1), we see that an asymptotic behavior as (3.12) can be achieved by
imposing that all the constant terms and the left and right angular momenta are strictly
zero3.
The requirement h∞ = 0 makes the Taub-NUT space to be a trivial R4. The super-
symmetry breaking obtained by an opposite direction between the base space and the
gauge fields does not hold anymore and the solution can be mapped to a BPS solution
by interchanging φ↔ ψ [21, 24, 36]. However, as explained in section 2.3, one can still
count on the generalized spectral flows to break supersymmetry.
Furthermore, in our language, having no constant terms in the harmonic functions
makes the solution to be asymptotically AdS2×S1 rather than AdS3 [9]. This is just a
matter of convention since one can consider the AdS3×S3 metric (3.12) as a U(1) fiber
on an AdS2×S3.
Once the conditions on the constant terms and the angular momenta are satisfied,
one can perform a sequence of three generalized spectral flows. They will transform
the IR geometry by keeping it bubbling and by transforming the supertube center to
smooth center [22]. They will transform the UV geometry from (3.12) to a WAdS3×SqS3
geometry (2.9).
3.3 Almost-BPS generalized spectral flows
The three generalized spectral flows detailed in 2.3 can be translated in the formalism
of multicenter solutions as transformations of the NSNS and RR fields. As explained
in the previous section, our choice of constant terms makes our solutions to be BPS
by interchanging φ↔ ψ. Consequently, the generalized spectral flows corresponding to
a shift φ → φ + γy produce the usual BPS generalized spectral flows which consist in
interchanging linearly the harmonic functions and which will preserve the supersymmetry
[40–42]. However, the generalized spectral flows corresponding to a shift ψ → ψ + γy
3Having no angular momentum essentially means that µ and ω decay as r−2
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produce the expected supersymmetry breaking and will allow to go from the almost-
BPS class of solutions to different non-supersymmetric classes [27, 43] as the family of
asymptotically WAdS3 solutions. We now review the transformation rules of generalized
spectral flows on the NSNS and RR fields [21, 27]. Let us define the three constant shifts
γ1, γ5 and γp of the three types of spectral flows and the following new functions
TI ≡ 1+γIKI , NI = |IJK |
2
γ2IZJZK +V T
2
I ZI−2γIV TIµ, I = 1, 5, p, (3.14)
and we define the usual short-hand notations K3 = K1K5Kp, T
3 = TyT5Tp, N
3 =
N1N5Np, γ
3 = γ1γ5γp and Z
3 = Z1Z5Zp. The spectrally flowed 6-dimensional metric
and the matter gauge fields are given by [27]
ds˜26d = −
1
Z˜p
√
Z˜1Z˜5
(
dt+ µ˜(dψ + A˜) + ω
)2
+
Z˜p√
Z˜1Z˜5
(A˜p + dy)
2
+
√
Z˜1Z˜5
(
V˜ −1
(
dψ + A˜
)2
+ V˜ ds(R3)2
)
, (3.15)
A˜I = − dt+ ω
W˜I
+ P˜I(dψ + A˜) + w˜I ,
where
V˜ =
[
T 6V 2 + 8γ3T 3V µ − T 3V (|IJK |γJγKTIZI)
+
|IJK |
2
γ2Jγ
2
KT
2
I Z
2
I − |IJK |γ2IγJγKTJZJTKZK
]1/2
,
A˜ = A − γIwI − |IJK |
2
γJγKvI + γ
3v0 ,
Z˜I =
NI
V˜
, (3.16)
µ˜ = V˜ −2
(
T 3V 2µ− γ3Z3 + |IJK |
2
γJγKZITIV µ− |IJK |
2
γIV TJZJTKZK
)
,
W˜I =
NI
T 3V + |IJK |
2
γJγKTIZI − |IJK |γIγJTKZK
,
P˜I =
V ZITIKI +
|IJK |
2
γIZJZK − (2TI − 1)V µ
NI
,
w˜I = wI + |IJK |γJvK − |IJK |
2
γJγKv0 .
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Generalized spectral flows produce a non-trivial modification of the functions. How-
ever, the spectrally flowed extremal solutions still satisfy the regularity conditions. In-
deed, the one-form ω is unchanged which guarantees the absence of Dirac-Misner string
at θ = 0, pi. Moreover, the quartic invariant is preserved under spectral flows I˜4 = I4.
Hence, a regular almost-BPS multicenter solution is transformed by a generic spectral
flows to a regular extremal non-supersymmetric solution.
Furthermore, if the initial almost-BPS solution has curvature singularities at the centers
which happens for supertube centers of type I = 1, 5, the corresponding generalized
spectral flows will transform the singular local geometries to quotients of R4×S1 [22].
Nevertheless, conical singularities related to the angle periodicities can still occur at
these locations. Indeed, the NHEK angle periodicities or the WAdS3 angle periodicities
(2.7) imposed in the UV can spoil the periodicities at the centers where the three-sphere
shrinks and conical singularities can emerge. Those are the only regularity conditions
we need to worry about after spectral flows.
We now have all the basic ingredients to construct an extremal non-supersymmetric
geometry which caps off smoothly in the IR and is asymptotically NHEK or WAdS3.
Working with the most generic almost-BPS multicenter solutions can lead to very com-
plicated regularity conditions that are hard to analyze. That is why, we will focus our
work on the family of four-center solutions of three two-charge supertubes in R4. As
explain in [26], a systematic construction can be performed for BPS configurations. We
extend the construction in the almost-BPS context in the next section.
3.4 The family of almost-BPS three-supertube solutions in R4
We consider the family of almost-BPS solutions with three two-charge supertubes and a
R4 base space. For the BPS solutions, a systematic construction of the family have been
performed [26]. As explained in section 3.2, almost-BPS solutions in R4 do not literally
break supersymmetry as they can be mapped to BPS solutions [24, 36]. Those solutions
are BPS, but can be constructed either as BPS or as almost-BPS solutions. Since we
need the second for the spectral flows to break supersymmetry, we will do it here.
Thus, the extension of the construction is just a matter of rewriting carefully in the
context of almost-BPS solutions. In this section, we apply the general results obtained
in section 3.1 to our specific family of solutions. We will consider an axisymmetric
supertube configuration. We first detail how the NSNS and RR fields are sourced by
such a configuration. We then derive the regularity conditions and show that they can
be systematically satisfied.
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3.4.1 The solution
A type “I” supertube, with I = 1, 5, p, has a singular magnetic source in KI , two
singular electric sources in ZJ and ZK with I 6= J 6= K and one angular-momentum
charge in M [44]. The six-dimensional metric and the matter fields are still given by
(3.1). We assume that the R4 center is at the origin of the space and that a supertube
of type 1 is at a second center with coordinate a1 on the z-axis, a supertube of type 5
is at a third center with coordinate a5 and a supertube of type p is at a fourth center
with coordinate ap. We consider that aI > 0. We denote by rI the three-dimensional
distance from the I th center rI ≡
√
r2 + a2I − 2raI cos θ. We use the following notation
for the eight harmonic functions4
V =
q
r
, M = m∞ +
m0
r
+
m1
r1
+
m5
r5
+
mp
rp
,
K1 = k1∞ +
a1 κ1
q r1
, L1 =
Q
(1)
5
r5
+
Q
(1)
p
rp
, (3.17)
K5 = k5∞ +
a5 κ5
q r5
, L5 =
Q
(5)
1
r1
+
Q
(5)
p
rp
,
Kp = kp∞ +
ap κp
q rp
, Lp =
Q
(p)
1
r1
+
Q
(p)
5
r5
,
We have defined on purpose the “effective” dipole charges κI as a function of the charges
in KI : κI =
q kI
aI
. Those effective dipole charges have been argued to be the local
magnetic charges obtained by integrating the magnetic dipole strength daI around the
center [25, 37]. Using the expression of the warp factors (3.9) and the general expressions
for µ and ω in the [25], we obtain for our specific solutions
Z1 =
Q
(1)
5
r5
+
Q
(1)
p
rp
+
κ5κp
q
r
r5rp
,
Z5 =
Q
(5)
1
r1
+
Q
(5)
p
rp
+
κ1κp
q
r
r1rp
,
Zp =
Q
(p)
1
r1
+
Q
(p)
5
r5
+
κ1κ5
q
r
r1r5
, (3.18)
µ =
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
Q
(I)
J κI
2 q
r2 + aIaJ − 2aIr cos θ
(aJ − aI)rIrJ +
κ1κ5κp
q2
r2 cos θ
r1r5rp
+
rM
q
,
4We remind that all the constant terms in V and LI have been set to zero to have an asymptotically
AdS2×S1×S3 solution.
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ω =
[∑
I
∑
J 6=I
Q
(I)
J κI
2
r(aJ + aI cos 2θ)− (r2 + aIaJ) cos θ
(aJ − aI)rIrJ +
κ1κ5κp
q
r2 sin2 θ
r1r5rp
+ω0 −
∑
I
mI cos θI −m0 cos θ
]
dφ ,
where we have defined the polar angles θI which correspond to the angle with the z-axis
with respect to the center I
cos θI ≡ r cos θ − aI
rI
. (3.19)
In order to analyze the spectrally-flowed solutions, we need to compute the electromag-
netic gauge fields AI of the initial solutions
wI =
(
κI
r − aI cos θ
rI
− q kI∞ cos θ
)
dφ ,
AI = − dt+ µ(dψ + q cos θ dφ) + ω
ZI
+KI(dψ + q cos θ dφ) + wI .
(3.20)
For the same reason, the electromagnetic one-forms v0 and vI involved in the spectral
flow transformations of the gauge fields must be derived. This has not been done yet
in the literature. We solve their equations (3.10) in the context of our solutions in the
appendix A5:
vI =
|IJK |
2
[
− q kJ∞kK∞ cos θ + 2 kJ∞κK t(1)J − 2Q(I)J t(2)J −
κJκK
q
t
(3)
JK
]
dφ ,
v0 =
|IJK |
6
[
q kI∞k
J
∞k
K
∞ cos θ + 6 k
I
∞Q
(I)
J t
(1)
J − 3 kI∞kJ∞κK t(2)K (3.21)
+ 6
κIQ
(I)
J
q
t
(3)
IJ + 3
kI∞κJκK
q
t
(4)
JK +
κIκJκK
q2
t
(5)
IJK
]
dφ ,
with
t
(1)
I ≡ cos θI , t(3)IJ ≡
aI
aJ − aI
r2 + aIaJ − (aI + aJ)r cos θ
rIrJ
,
t
(2)
I ≡
r − aI cos θ
rI
, t
(4)
IJ ≡
(r2 + aIaJ) cos θ − (aI + aJ)r
rIrJ
, (3.22)
t
(5)
IJK ≡
r3 + r(aIaJ + aIaK + aJaK)− (r2(aI + aJ + aK) + aIaJaK) cos θ
rIrJrK
.
At this point, we have the full description of the almost-BPS solutions we will use as
input for our construction. In general, most of the solutions in this class are not regular.
We investigate the regularity conditions in the next section.
5This result can be easily generalized to generic multicenter almost-BPS solutions.
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3.4.2 The regularity conditions and conditions on the asymptotics
• 16-supercharge regular two-charge supertube:
A single two-charge supertube with dipole charge corresponding to, say, Kp gives a
regular six-dimensional metric if its angular-momentum charge is fixed to be mp =
q Q
(1)
p Q
(5)
p
2apκp
[25, 45]. Imposing such a condition to the three types of supertubes, we obtain
the usual supertube regularity
mI =
|IJK |
2
q Q
(J)
I Q
(K)
I
2aIκI
, I = 1, 5, p. (3.23)
• Absence of Dirac-Misner strings at the centers:
The absence of Dirac-Misner string singularities in ω requires ω|θ=0,pi = 0. From (3.18),
this gives one condition on the constant term in ω and four bubble equations
ω0 = 0
2m0 =
Γ15
a1 − a5 +
Γ1p
a1 − ap +
Γ5p
a5 − ap ,
q Q
(5)
1 Q
(p)
1
a1κ1
=
Γ15
|a1 − a5| +
Γ1p
|a1 − ap| ,
q Q
(1)
5 Q
(p)
5
a5κ5
=
Γ51
|a1 − a5| +
Γ5p
|a5 − ap| ,
q Q
(1)
p Q
(5)
p
apκp
=
Γp1
|a1 − ap| +
Γp5
|a5 − ap| ,
(3.24)
where ΓIJ ≡ κIQ(I)J − κJQ(J)I .
• Absence of closed timelike curves:
The absence of closed timelike curves in the rest of the space requires the positivity of
the quartic invariant I4 (3.11). This condition is in general very complicated to check
directly since it is not an algebraic condition. However, it has been showed in [26] that
it can be systematically satisfied for our configurations. We just review briefly here the
mechanism. A necessary condition for I4 > 0 is to have
ZIV > 0 , I = 1, 5, p , µ →
r→∞
0. (3.25)
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Imposing µ → 0 requires straightforwardly that m∞ = 0. Furthermore, if we expand
ZIV around the poles which is sufficient to prove (3.25) we get the following conditions:
q
Q
(I)
J
aJ
+
κIκJ
|aI − aJ | > 0 and q
(
Q
(I)
J
aJ
+
Q
(I)
K
aK
)
> 0 , I 6= J 6= K. (3.26)
This is trivially solved by taking all the supertube charges and q to be positive. However,
if one sums the three last bubble equations (3.24), at least one supertube dipole charge
needs to be negative. Let us consider only one negative charge, say κ5. The conditions
(3.26) will just define a significantly large domain of possible values.
A priori, the condition (3.25) only guarantees that Z1Z5ZpV > 0 which does not
necessarily mean I4 > 0. However, from the construction of µ (3.7), this is practically
always sufficient. Moreover, we want our initial solutions to satisfy jL = jR = 0 as
explained in section 3.2. So µ decays as r−2 rather than r−1 which gives a stronger
evidence for this fact.
• Conditions on the asymptotics
Our solutions need to be asymptotic to the specific S1 fibration over AdS2 giving AdS3
(3.12). For that purpose, the constant terms in the warp factors ZI and in the Gibbons-
Hawking function V have been set to zero at the beginning (3.18). Furthermore, to
obtain the specific S1 fibration, the right and left angular momenta must be zero as
detailed in section 3.2. They can be derived from the asymptotic behaviour of µ
µ ∼
r→∞
jR + jL cos θ
r
. (3.27)
The AdS2 throat has an infinite length due to the vanishing constant terms. This means
that jR = 0 is straightforwardly satisfied. We obtain jL from (3.18):
jL =
2
q
(
κ1κ5κp
q
+
∑
I 6=J 6=K
Q
(J)
I Q
(K)
I
κI
+
1
2
∑
I 6=J
κIQ
(I)
J
)
= 0. (3.28)
Our initial almost-BPS solutions must satisfy this equation before applying the sequence
of generalized spectral flows.
In this section, we have described in full detail the family of extremal non-
supersymmetric three-supertube solutions with a flat R4 base space and with zero left
and right angular momenta. We have shown a procedure to construct systematically
bubbling solutions of this type. We expect from section 2.3 that acting with three gener-
alized spectral flows on those initial solutions will produce our expected smooth bubbling
asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 or NHEK geometries. We will discuss this construction in
the next section.
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4 Asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 bubbling geome-
tries
We start with the solutions constructed in the previous section. We will perform three
generalized spectral flows parametrized by the constant shifts γ1, γ5 and γp. Even if
the transition from an AdS3 to a WAdS3 with generalized spectral flows seems to be
straightforward from the point of view of section 2.3, things get more complicated for
a bubbling geometry and we will need to massage the initial solutions and the spectral
flows to satisfy different regularity conditions in the UV and IR geometries:
• The spectrally flowed UV geometry differs from a WAdS3×SqS3 geometry by the
angle periodicities (2.7) even if we start with an initial solution which is asymptotic
to the right S1 fibration over AdS2. In section 4.1, we will deal with the spectral
flow parameters and the parameters of the initial solution to get a UV geometry
exactly identified as a WAdS3×SqS3 geometry with the right angle periodicities
(2.7).
• The spectrally flowed IR geometry is a smooth bubbling geometry. However, the
modification of the angle periodicities in the UV region changes drastically the
periods around the centers. Conical singularities can occur at the centers where
the S3 shrinks. We will show in section 4.2 that one can still systematically build
geometries where the UV angle periods do not yield to conical singularities.
Several attempts on building bubbling geometries with a NHEK or WAdS3×SqS3
region have been performed in the previous work [21, 23]. In [21], only very specific
WAdS3 geometries with limited field contents have been built. Furthermore, in both
papers, the NHEK regions were built in the deep IR and the issue of conical singularities
which can occur at the centers was not tackled. Here we give all the details of the
construction of the largest known family of smooth general solutions with a WAdS3×SqS3
UV.
4.1 The ultraviolet geometry
We start with a solution of the family of almost-BPS solutions (detailed in 3.4) with all
the constraints and regularity conditions satisfied. Thus, the asymptotic behavior of the
initial solution is
ZI ∼ qI
r
, KI ∼ kI∞ , V ∼
q
r
, µ = ω = O(r−2), r  1, (4.1)
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By applying the spectral flow transformation rules (3.16), the solution after three gen-
eralized spectral flows has the following asymptotic expansion:
Z˜I ∼ q˜I
r
, V˜ ∼ q˜
r
, µ˜ ∼ J˜
r
, W˜I ∼ χ˜I
r
, P˜I ∼ k˜I∞
A˜ ∼
(
A˜(0)∞ + A˜∞ cos θ
)
dφ , w˜I ∼
(
w˜
(0)
I∞ + w˜I∞ cos θ
)
dφ , r →∞ ,
(4.2)
where each tilded quantity in the right-hand side is a constant which can be derived from
(3.16) as a function of the asymptotic values of the initial solution (4.1). Since these
functions are rather complicated and of minor interest, we did not write them down
in their general forms. However, it is noteworthy that q˜ is generically a square root of
a polynomial function. In anticipation of the constraints demanded by the regularity
around the centers, one needs to impose all the quantities to be at least rational. For
that purpose, we fix the polynomial to be a perfect square. Two simple choices are:
γp = 0 and γp = − 1kp∞ . We have analyzed both possibilities and it happens that the
second one leads to simpler solutions. From now on, we suppose that γp = − 1kp∞ . We
define the constants
tI∞ ≡ 1 + kI∞γI . (4.3)
Then, we have6
q˜ =
∣∣∣∣q1γ5 t1∞ − q5γ1 t5∞kp∞
∣∣∣∣ , q˜I = q qI (tI∞)2 + |IJK |2 γ2I qJqKq˜ ,
J˜ =
q1q5
kp∞ q˜2
(
γ1γ5 qp + q t
1
∞ t
5
∞
)
, χ˜I = |IJK | 2q˜ q˜I
γJγKtI∞qI − 2 γIγJtK∞qK
,
k˜I∞ =
q qI k
I
∞ t
I
∞ +
|IJK |
2
γIqJqK
q qI (t1∞)2 +
|IJK |
2
γ2I qJqK
+
J˜
χ˜I
, A˜∞ = − q1γ5 t
1
∞ + q5γ1 t
5
∞
kp∞
, (4.4)
w˜I∞ = − |IJK |
2
[
q kI∞t
J
∞t
K
∞ + 2 qJγK + γJγK
∑
kL∞qL
]
.
The expressions of w˜
(0)
I∞ and A˜
(0)
∞ remain complicated functions of the charges of the initial
solution and the interested reader can easily compute them from (3.20) and (3.21). One
can check by curiosity that the asymptotic value of the quartic invariant I4∞ (3.11) is
indeed preserved
I4∞ = q q1q5qp = q˜ q˜1q˜5q˜p − q˜2J˜2 = I˜4∞. (4.5)
By inserting (4.2) in the spectrally flowed six-dimensional metric (3.28), the
6We use tp∞ = 1 + k
p
∞γp = 0.
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WAdS3×SqS3 asymptotic expansion of the metric is explicit
ds2∞ =
κ2
4
[
−r2dτ 2 + dr
2
r2
+ γ (dy∞ + r dτ)2 + γ (dψ∞ + cos θdφ)2
+ 2α (dy∞ + r dτ)(dψ∞ + cos θ dφ) + dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
]
+ . . . ,
(4.6)
where we have defined the six-dimensional coordinates at infinity (τ, r, θ, φ, ψ∞, y∞) using
the initial coordinates (t, r, θ, φ, ψ, y) as follows
y∞ ≡
√
I4∞ χ˜p
w˜p∞
(
ψ + A˜
(0)
∞ φ
)
− A˜∞
(
y + w˜
(0)
p∞ φ
)
A˜∞
(
I4∞ − q˜2χ˜pk˜p∞J˜
)
− w˜p∞ q˜2χ˜pJ˜
, τ ≡ t√I4∞
,
ψ∞ ≡
(
ψ + A˜
(0)
∞ φ
)(
I4∞ − q˜2χ˜pk˜p∞J˜
)
− q˜2χ˜pJ˜
(
y + w˜
(0)
p∞ φ
)
A˜∞
(
I4∞ − q˜2χ˜pk˜p∞J˜
)
− w˜p∞ q˜2χ˜pJ˜
,
(4.7)
and where the warp constant factors, γ and α, and the length, κ, are given by
γ =
(
q˜p
w˜p
)2 [
1 +
q˜ J˜2
q˜1q˜5q˜p
((
w˜p
q˜p
)2
− 1
)]
,
α = −
√I4∞
q˜3 q˜1q˜5q˜p
(
A˜∞
(
k˜p∞ q˜
2
p + χ˜pJ˜
)
+ q˜2p w˜p∞
)
,
κ2 = 4 q˜
√
q˜1q˜5 .
(4.8)
The last condition to obtain WAdS3×SqS3 in the asymptotic region is on the periods
for (y∞, ψ∞, φ)
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) =

(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi (Ty,−Tψ, 0)
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi (0, 2, 0)
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi (0, 1, 1)
. (4.9)
Such periodicities are complicated to obtain while keeping the usual periods for (y, ψ, φ)
y = y + 2pi , ψ = ψ + 4pi , (ψ, φ) = (ψ, φ) + (2pi, 2pi). (4.10)
However, one can just reverse the perspective by imposing directly the periods (4.9) for
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) and express the corresponding periods of (y, ψ, φ) by inverting (4.7). This
has the advantage of adding no new complicated constraints on the parameters of the
solution but the main drawback is that this drastic modification of periods of (y, ψ, φ)
can induce conical singularities in the IR wherever the S3 shrinks.
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4.2 The infrared geometry
Generalized spectral flows preserve the bubbling feature of the initial solution: the num-
ber of centers and their positions on the R3 base space are straightforwardly preserved.
They also preserve all the conditions for the absence of closed timelike curves as de-
tailed in section 3.3. Moreover, they transform a singular supertube center to a smooth
Gibbons-Hawking center7. A series expansion of the spectrally flowed solution around
the center J (where J = 0, 1, 5, p) gives
Z˜I ∼ z˜IJ , V˜ ∼ q˜J
rJ
, µ˜ ∼ µ˜J rJ , W˜I ∼ χ˜IJ , P˜I ∼ k˜IJ
A˜ ∼
(
A˜
(0)
J + A˜J cos θJ
)
dφ , w˜I ∼
(
w˜
(0)
IJ + w˜IJ cos θJ
)
dφ , rJ → 0 ,
(4.11)
where the tilded quantities in the right-hand sides are constant. It is not necessary for
what will follow to write their complicated dependence on the parameters of the initial
solution8. The three noteworthy points are
- The ratio A˜J
q˜J
is equal to 1. This is a key feature of an ambipolar Gibbons-Hawking
metric. Indeed, in a generic Gibbons-Hawking metric (3.2), the term proportional
to cos θ dφ in A
V
must be exactly cos θ dφ.
- The quantity k˜pJA˜J + w˜pJ is equal to zero. Thus, the U(1) fiber defined by A˜p+dy
in (3.15) has no term proportional to cos θJ dφ when we approach the center J .
The local five-dimensional base space is then an exact direct product of a S1 with
a Gibbons-Hawking space.
- All the quantities in (4.11) except z˜IJ are rational functions of the initial param-
eters. This will be an important ingredient if we require the local geometry to be
a discrete quotient of S1 × R4.
We can now use the expansions (4.11) and the three remarks above to compute the limit
7A two-charge supertube is regular only when its magnetic dipole charge sources the P charge of
the system. In our convention, this is a two-charge supertube of type p. Singular supertube centers are
supertubes which source magnetically the D1 or the D5 charges [44].
8For the interested reader, they can be easily derived with a calculation software using the transfor-
mation rules (3.16) on the initial almost-BPS supertube solution given in (3.18), (3.20) and (3.21) and
then taking the limit rJ → 0.
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of the spectrally flowed six-dimensional metric around the center J :
ds2J = q˜J
√
z˜1J z˜5J
[
−dτ 2J +
dr2J
rJ
+ rJ
(
(dψJ + (1 + cos θJ)dφ)
2 + dθ2J + sin
2 θJdφ
2
)
+
z˜pJ
q˜J z˜1J z˜5J
dy2J
]
,
(4.12)
where we have defined the six-dimensional Gibbons-Hawking coordinate system
(τJ , rJ , θJ , ψJ , φ, yJ) as a function of the initial coordinates (t, r, θ, φ, ψ, y):
τJ ≡ t√
q˜J z˜1J z˜5J z˜pJ
, rJ ≡
√
r2 + a2J − 2aJr cos θ , cos θJ ≡
r cos θ − aJ
rJ
,
ψJ ≡ ψ + (A˜
(0)
J − 1)φ
q˜J
, yJ ≡ y − t
χ˜pJ
+ k˜pJψ +
(
k˜pJ A˜
(0)
J + w˜
(0)
pJ
)
φ .
(4.13)
We recognize the metric of a U(1) fiber over a Gibbons-Hawking space. Thus, the
local geometry has no curvature singularity. However, a conical singularity can occur
depending on the periodicities of (yJ , ψJ , φ). If the periodicities were the usual Gibbons-
Hawking periods (4.10), the base space would be a discrete Z|q˜J | quotient of S1×R4. The
absence of conical singularity at rJ = 0 would simply require that q˜J is integer-valued
and would impose some arithmetic constraints on the coefficients involved in (4.13)
9. However, the modification of the periodicities at infinity have drastically modified
the periods of (y, ψ, φ) and the smoothness analysis will require the full mathematical
machinery which we briefly detail following [14, 46, 47].
Let us first map the Gibbons-Hawking patch of angles (θJ , ψJ , φ) to the S
3 patch
(θJ , φLJ , φRJ) by taking
φRJ =
ψJ
2
, φLJ =
ψJ
2
+ φ . (4.14)
The spacelike components of the metric (dtJ = 0) gives the spherically symmetric metric
on S1 × R4
1
q˜J
√
z˜1J z˜5J
ds2a =
dr2J
rJ
+
z˜pJ
q˜J z˜1J z˜5J
dy2J
+ rJ
[
dθ2J + 2(1 + cos θJ) dφ
2
LJ + 2(1− cos θJ) dφ2RJ
]
,
(4.15)
9See [12] for examples of this kind.
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The periodicities of (yJ , φLJ , φRJ) can be read off from the periodicities of (y∞, ψ∞, φ)
(4.9) with the sequence of three linear changes of coordinates (y∞, ψ∞, φ)→ (y, ψ, φ) in
(4.7), (y, ψ, φ) → (yJ , ψJ , φ) in (4.13) and (yJ , ψJ , φ) → (yJ , φLJ , φRJ) in (4.14). After
few lines of computation, the periodicities translate into the following identifications10
(yJ , φLJ , φRJ) =

(yJ , φLJ , φRJ) + 2pi (αA, βA, βA) (A)
(yJ , φLJ , φRJ) + 2pi (αB, βB, βB) (B)
(yJ , φLJ , φRJ) + 2pi (αC , 1 + βC , βC) (C)
, (4.16)
where the coefficients αi and βi are complicated but computable rational functions de-
pending on:
- The parameters of the initial almost-BPS solution.
- The spectral flow parameters γI .
- The periods Ty and Tψ of the angles of the UV WAdS3 (2.7).
- The square root of the asymptotic value of the quartic invariant
√I4∞ (4.5).
The local geometry is a discrete quotient of S1 × R4 if αJ and βJ are rational numbers.
Thus, all the initial parameters and
√I4∞ must be rational11. Choosing the other
parameters to be rational is easy. However, imposing
√I4∞ to be rational requires a
little bit of arithmetic.
Conical singularities only occur at points that are invariant under the operation
AnABnBCnC , (nA, nb, nc) ∈ Z . (4.17)
Furthermore, they all arise at rJ = 0 where φLJ and φRJ are both degenerate, at θJ = 0
where φRJ is degenerate and at θJ = pi where φLJ is degenerate. The periods of φRJ
and φLJ are almost identical with a difference of 2pi for the periodicity C, so if the
identifications (4.16) at rJ = 0 do not destroy smoothness, they will also ensure the
absence of singularities at θJ = 0 or pi .
At rJ = 0, in order for the shifts φLJ → φLJ + 2pi and φRJ → φRJ + 2pi at fixed yJ to
be a closed orbit, any triplet of integers (nA, nB, nC) where yJ → yJ under (4.17) must
satisfy nAβA + nBβB + nCβC ∈ Z. In more concrete terms, any operation (4.17) which
leaves yJ invariant, that is to say where nAαA + nBαB + nCαC = 0, must transform
φLJ → φLJ + 2pi N and φLJ → φLJ + 2pi N ′ where N and N ′ are both integers. Using
10For readability, we have dropped the index J referring to the center but the coefficient αi and βi
are not identical for the four centers.
11This means that the entropy of the corresponding black hole given by S = 2pi
√I4∞ belongs to
2piQ.
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simple arithmetic arguments one can show that this is equivalent to prove the condition
for the three sets of integers (0, nB, nC), (nA, 0, nC) and (nA, nB, 0). If the conditions are
satisfied for each set, the action of the quotient is free and the local geometry around
the center J is then a smooth discrete quotient of S1 × R4.
This analysis applies at every center. The total number of smoothness conditions is
then 12 (3×4 centers). The number of parameters is still greater than the number of
conditions which gives good hope to draw a systematic construction procedure.
4.3 The construction procedure
We sketch briefly a technical summary of what we have done until now to build asymp-
totically WAdS3×SqS3 geometries:
• We start with the family of almost-BPS four-center solutions of three supertubes in
R4. Initially, it is a family of 15 rational parameters : q, Q(J)I , κI , aI and kI∞. The
regularity of the solution imposes three bubble equations (3.24), the condition on
the asymptotics requires jR = 0 (3.28) and the positivity of the quartic invariant
I4 is satisfied by imposing all the initial charges and dipole charges to be positive
except one. Furthermore,
√I4∞ needs to be a rational number which is not an
equation but one can consider that this fixes a parameter. We have consequently
a 10-parameter family of initial almost-BPS solutions.
• After three generalized spectral flows, we have three new parameters γI whose one
is fixed to have rational spectrally flowed charges. Moreover, the periods Ty and Tψ
of the angles of the WAdS3×SqS3 region can also be considered as free parameters.
• We have in total a 14-parameter family of bubbling asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3
geometries. The smoothness of the geometry in the IR requires 12 arithmetic con-
ditions as discussed in the previous section. These conditions do not exactly fix
parameters so the parameter space of the resulting family of smooth solutions is
complicated to define. However, many solutions can be easily generated by gener-
ating parameters and by checking for each set of parameters if the 12 arithmetic
conditions can be satisfied. We give an example of such a solution in the next
section.
4.4 An explicit example
We construct an explicit example of the procedure discussed above. We picked an
almost-BPS three-supertube solution in R4 giving the solution which we use in the first
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step of the procedure:
q = Λ , κ1 =
Λ
2
, κ5 = − 2Λ
3
, κp =
Λ
2
, Q
(1)
5 = Λ ,
Q(1)p =
2Λ
3
, Q
(5)
1 = Λ , Q
(5)
p = Λ , Q
(p)
1 =
Λ
3
, Q
(p)
5 =
4Λ
3
,
(4.18)
where Λ ∈ Q+ is a degree of freedom of the charges which does not compromise the
regularity of the solution and the condition on the asymptotics. We can consider Λ
as a free parameter all along the construction. The coordinates of the three supertube
centers on the z-axis are
a1 = 1 , a5 =
36
13
, ap = 24 . (4.19)
The solution is asymptotically AdS2×S1×S3 which implies that the center positions are
scaling invariant aI → λaI [9]. Consequently, one can freely rescale (4.19) to make the
inter-center distances as small as we want.
We did not fix yet the constant terms kI∞ since they are not involved in the regularity of
the solution. They are actually irrelevant from the point of view of the initial almost-BPS
solution since they affect only the asymptotic values of the gauge, AI , of the solution
which can be gauge-fixed to zero. However, they affect greatly the solutions one obtains
after spectral flows.
From (3.18), one can derive the asymptotic values of the D1, D5, P charges of the
initial solution, the left and right angular momenta and the entropy of the corresponding
three-charge black hole
q1 =
4Λ
3
, q5 =
9Λ
4
, qp =
4Λ
3
,
jL = jR = 0 ,
S = 2pi
√
I4∞ = 4piΛ2.
(4.20)
One can now play with the spectral flow parameters γI and the constants k
I
∞ to gen-
erate an extremal non-supersymmetric smooth asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 bubbling
geometry. We found an infinite number of such solutions. To give an example, we pick
one of these solutions:
γ1 =
1
2
, γ5 = − 1 , γp = − 1 , k1∞ = −
3
2
, k5∞ = 3 , k
p
∞ = 1 . (4.21)
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We can derive the full geometry by computing the metric and the gauge fields (3.15)
and (3.16). We will just focus on the WAdS3×SqS3 asymptotic region which is given by
ds2∞ =
1
3
√
485
6
[
−r2dτ 2 + dr
2
r2
+
701
485
(dy∞ + r dτ)2 +
701
485
(dψ∞ + cos θdφ)2
+
1302
485
(dy∞ + r dτ)(dψ∞ + cos θ dφ) + dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
]
.
(4.22)
We choose the periodicities of the angles to be12
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) =

(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi
(
24
43
T,− 8
11
T, 0
)
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi (0, 2, 0)
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi (0, 1, 1)
, (4.23)
where T is a free parameter. For the reader interested in the smoothness of the
bubbling geometry in the IR, the metric and the periodicities of the angles around the
centers are given in the appendix B. We found that the IR bubbling geometry is smooth
if and only if T = a
b
∈ Q and b is not divisible by 2 or 13.
5 Asymptotically NHEK bubbling geometries
In the previous section, we have constructed in detail a large family of extremal non-
supersymmetric bubbling solutions which cap off smoothly in the IR and which are
asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3. In the present section, we push a bit further the con-
struction to asymptotically NHEK bubbling solutions. The path from WAdS3×SqS3 to
NHEK requires to relate the WAdS3 region of our solutions to the near-horizon region of
the over-rotating 5d D1-D5-P black hole detailed in section 2.1. This essentially means
that we have to express the charges, angular momentum and mass of the D1-D5-P black
hole in terms of the parameters of our solutions. Once this is done, we have to impose
the NHEK periodicities of the angles at infinity (2.8) and check the smoothness of the
IR geometry as it has been done for asymptotically WAdS3 geometries in section 4.2. At
first sight, this might seem to be a mere formality. However, the fact that the periods
of y∞ and ψ∞ were free parameters for asymptotically WAdS3 solutions was practical
to satisfy the twelve conditions of smoothness at the centers. Now that the periods are
connected to the parameters defining the bubbling geometry, this requires more work.
12Many other possibilities were available.
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In this section, we use all the results obtained in the previous section. We have
started with the family of almost-BPS three-supertube solutions in R4 and performed the
sequence of generalized spectral flows detailed in section 4.1 to obtain an asymptotically
WAdS3×SqS3 bubbling geometry. In section 5.1 we will match this asymptotic region to
a near-horizon region of an extremal non-supersymmetric D1-D5-P black hole. We will
identify the corresponding periodicities and see how such solutions can be systematically
generated in section 5.2. At the end of the section, we will give an explicit example of
a solution.
5.1 Matching the WAdS3 UV geometry to NHEK
After applying the sequence of generalized spectral flows to our family of almost-BPS
solutions, the asymptotic metric is given by (4.6) where the constant warp factors γ and
α and the length κ are defined in (4.8). We want to relate this geometry to the near-
horizon geometry of an extremal non-supersymmetric D1-D5-P black hole determined
by four parameters a, δ1, δ5 and δp and given by the metric (2.9) where γ, α and κ are
defined by (2.10). We use the three identities between γ, α and κ to relate a, δ1 and δ5
to the parameters of our solutions and we use the matching of the entropy to find δp.
After few lines of computation, we obtain
a = 2
(I4∞ γ1 γ5 t1∞ t5∞)1/4 ,
s1 =
1
2
[
q q1 t
1
∞
2
+ γ1
(
γ1 q5 qp − 2
√I4∞ t1∞
)
γ1 t1∞
√I4∞
]1/2
,
s5 =
1
2
[
q q5 t
5
∞
2
+ γ5
(
γ5 q1 qp − 2
√I4∞ t5∞
)
γ5 t5∞
√I4∞
]1/2
,
sp =
I4∞
4 a3
s1 s5 + c1 c5
√H
c21 c
2
5 − s21 s25
,
(5.1)
where sI = sinh δI , cI = cosh δI and H is defined as
H ≡ 1− 16 a
6 (c21 c
2
5 − s21 s25)
I4∞
= 1− 256
√
γ1 γ5 t1∞ t5∞
(
γ1 q5 t
5
∞ + γ5 q1 t
1
∞
) (
q t1∞ t
5
∞ + qp γ1 γ5
)
.
(5.2)
The mass, the D1, D5 and P charges and the left angular momentum of the correspond-
ing Cvetic-Youm black hole can be derived using (2.1). However, the most interesting
quantities are the NHEK periods Ty and Tψ (2.8). Using (5.1), we can show that they
are rational numbers if:
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-
√I4∞ is rational. This is the same condition as the one imposed for asymptotically
WAdS3 bubbling geometries.
-
√H is rational. This is a more complicated condition to satisfy than the previous
one. Tricky arithmetic is required.
Once the matching to NHEK is performed, one can look at the IR bubbling region of
our solutions. The periodicities of the angles around each center depends on Ty and Tψ.
Thus the local geometries are quotients of R4×S1 only if they are rational. Moreover,
conical singularities might still occur as for asymptotically WAdS3 bubbling geometries.
We use the same smoothness analysis as in section 4.1 to derive 12 conditions to have
smooth discrete quotients on R4×S1 around the centers.
5.2 The construction procedure
The procedure to build smooth asymptotically NHEK bubbling geometries is similar to
the one depicted in section 4.3:
• We start with the family of almost-BPS four-center solutions of three supertubes in
R4. Initially, it is a family parametrized by 15 rational parameters : q, Q(J)I , κI , aI
and kI∞. We solve the three bubble equations (3.24), jR = 0 (3.28) and we require
the positivity of the quartic invariant I4 by imposing all the initial charges to be
positive except one. Furthermore,
√I4∞ needs to be a rational number which fixes
a parameter. We have consequently a 10-parameter family of initial almost-BPS
solutions.
• After three generalized spectral flows, we have two more parameters γI(γp is fixed
to have rational spectrally flowed charges). The condition on the periods Ty and
Tψ to be rational requires some arithmetic machinery which fixes 3 parameters
(the two remaining spectral flow parameters and k5∞).
• We have in total an 8-parameter family of bubbling asymptotically NHEK3 geome-
tries. The smoothness of the geometry in the IR requires 12 arithmetic conditions.
Even if the parameter space is not easy to determine, we can perform a loop gen-
erating technique to build a large number of such solutions. We give an example
of such a solution in the next section.
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5.3 An explicit example
We construct an explicit example of the procedure discussed above. We choose a smooth
almost-BPS three-supertube solution in R4 satisfying the first point of the procedure:
q = 1 , κ1 = Λ , κ5 = − Λ
2
, κp =
Λ
3
, Q
(1)
5 = Λ
2 ,
Q(1)p =
Λ2
2
, Q
(5)
1 =
2Λ2
3
, Q(5)p =
Λ2
3
, Q
(p)
1 =
Λ2
2
, Q
(p)
5 = Λ
2 ,
(5.3)
where Λ ∈ Q+ corresponds to the charge-scaling free parameter. We choose a slightly
different charge-scaling Λ than in section 4.4. They are actually equivalent. The present
choice is just more adapted to the matching with NHEK. The coordinates of the three
supertube centers on the z-axis are
a1 = 1 , a5 =
3
14
(
17 +
√
65
)
, ap =
3
4
(
9 +
√
65
)
. (5.4)
Once again, the AdS2×S1×S3 asymptotics of the solution allows us to rescale aI → λaI
as small as we want. The irrationality of the inter-center distances does not impact the
smoothness of the solution around the centers.
From (3.18), one can derive the asymptotic values of the initial D1, D5, P charges of
the solution, the left and right angular momenta and the entropy of the initial system
q1 =
4Λ2
3
, q5 =
4Λ2
3
, qp = Λ
2 ,
jL = jR = 0 ,
S = 2pi
√
I4∞ = 8pi
3
Λ3.
(5.5)
One can now play with the spectral flow parameters γI and the constants k
I
∞ to gen-
erate an extremal non-supersymmetric smooth asymptotically NHEK3×SqS3 bubbling
geometry. This requires
√H in (5.2) to be rational. After a rather technical arithmetic
computation we found several values for γ1, γ5 and k
5
∞ which lead to rational NHEK
periods Ty and Tψ without inducing any conical singularities at the centers:
γ1 =
1
3 Λ− 2 , γ5 =
9 Λ− 6
40 Λ2
, γp = − 1 ,
k1∞ = 2 , k
5
∞ = −
Λ
3
2 + 37 Λ
3 Λ− 2 , k
p
∞ = 1 . (5.6)
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We can derive the full geometry by computing the metric and the gauge fields (3.15)
and (3.16). We will just focus on the NHEK asymptotic region which is given by
ds2∞ =
Λ2
3
[
−r2dτ 2 + dr
2
r2
+
34
25
(dy∞ + r dτ)2 +
34
25
(dψ∞ + cos θdφ)2
+
12
5
(dy∞ + r dτ)(dψ∞ + cos θ dφ) + dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
]
.
(5.7)
The NHEK angle periodicities are
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) =

(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi
(
75
32 Λ
,− 93
32 Λ
, 0
)
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi (0, 2, 0)
(y∞, ψ∞, φ) + 2pi (0, 1, 1)
. (5.8)
The asymptotic NHEK region corresponds to the near-horizon region of an extremal
Kerr black hole given by the following mass, angular momenta and charges:
M =
287 Λ2
75
,
JR = 0 , JL =
124Λ3
75
,
Q1 =
16Λ2
15
, Q5 =
16Λ2
15
, Qp =
21Λ2
25
(5.9)
For the reader interested in the feature of the bubbling geometry in the IR, we gave
the local metrics and the periodicities of the angles around the centers in the appendix
C.
For any rational values of Λ, we found a smooth non-supersymmetric extremal ge-
ometry which is bubbling in the IR and NHEK in the UV.
One can also be interested in computing the RR three-form flux F (3) of the final
solution. One can perform a similar computation of the spectrally flowed RR three-form
flux F (3) as in [23].
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have constructed a family of smooth bubbling solutions in six dimen-
sions which are asymptotic to either generic WAdS3×SqS3 or NHEK. We gave explicit
examples of the construction which can be used for different purposes:
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• One can investigate their CFT dual states. They can give some hints on the nature
of the CFT2 dual to WAdS3 or the CFT2 dual to NHEK.
• Nearly extreme black hole have been seen in the sky [28]. From an astrophysical
point of view, one can compute the Kerr multipole moments of our solutions to see
if there exist deviations from the Kerr-Newman black hole solution. This could give
interesting observable quantities in order to detect some imprints of the microstate
structure of black holes in the gravitational wave emission after a collision of two
black holes.
Furthermore, one can extend the construction to have microstates of the whole Kerr-
Newman black hole solution in five dimensions and not only its near-horizon geometry.
In the context of multicenter solutions, we have to “bring back the ones” in the harmonic
functions which will make the solutions to be asymptotically flat. This is the subject of
future work.
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A Derivation of vI and v0
In this section, we derive the electromagnetic one-forms v0 and vI . They are involved
in the generalized spectral flow transformations of an almost-BPS multicenter solutions
(3.16). This is why they have to be derived in order to match the asymptotics of the
spectrally flowed solutions to WAdS3 or NHEK and to regularize them. They satisfy
the equations (3.10) where ZI , KI and V are given (3.17) and (3.18). We decompose
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the equations as follows
?3dvI =
|IJK |
2
[
− q kJ∞kK∞ ?3 dT (0) + 2 kJ∞κK ?3 dT (1)J − 2Q(I)J ?3 dT (2)J
− κJκK
q
?3 dT
(3)
JK
]
, (A.1)
?3dv0 =
|IJK |
6
[
q kI∞k
J
∞k
K
∞ ?3 dT
(0) + 6 kI∞Q
(I)
J ?3 dT
(1)
J − 3 kI∞kJ∞κK ?3 dT (2)K
+ 6
κIQ
(I)
J
q
?3 dT
(3)
IJ + 3
kI∞κJκK
q
?3 dT
(4)
JK +
κIκJκK
q2
?3 dT
(5)
IJK
]
,
where T (0), T
(2)
I , T
(3)
IJ , T
(4)
IJ and T
(5)
IJK satisfy
?3dT
(0) = d
(
1
r
)
, ?3dT
(1)
I = d
(
1
rI
)
, ?3dT
(2)
I =
aI
r
d
(
1
rI
)
− aI
rI
d
(
1
r
)
,
?3dT
(3)
IJ =
aI
rI
d
(
1
rJ
)
− aI
rJ
d
(
1
rI
)
, ?3dT
(4)
IJ =
(
1− aIaJ
r2
)
d
(
r
rIrJ
)
, (A.2)
?3dT
(5)
IJK =
(
1
aIaJ
+
1
r2
− 1
aIaK
− 1
aJaK
)
r
rIrJ
d
(
1
rK
)
+
(
1
aIaK
+
1
r2
− 1
aIaJ
− 1
aJaK
)
r
rIrK
d
(
1
rJ
)
+
(
1
aJaK
+
1
r2
− 1
aIaJ
− 1
aIaK
)
r
rJrK
d
(
1
rI
)
+
(
− 1
r2
+
1
aIaJ
+
1
aIaK
+
1
aJaK
)
r2
rIrKrK
d
(
1
r
)
.
(A.3)
We find
T (0) ≡ cos θ dφ , T (1)I ≡ cos θI dφ , T (2)I ≡
r − aI cos θ
rI
dφ ,
T
(3)
IJ ≡
aI
aJ − aI
r2 + aIaJ − (aI + aJ)r cos θ
rIrJ
dφ , (A.4)
T
(4)
IJ ≡
(r2 + aIaJ) cos θ − (aI + aJ)r
rIrJ
dφ ,
T
(5)
IJK ≡
r3 + r(aIaJ + aIaK + aJaK)− (r2(aI + aJ + aK) + aIaJaK) cos θ
rIrJrK
dφ .
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Thus, v0 and vI are given by
vI =
|IJK |
2
[
− q kJ∞kK∞ T (0) + 2 kJ∞κK T (1)J − 2Q(I)J T (2)J
− κJκK
q
T
(3)
JK
]
, (A.5)
v0 =
|IJK |
6
[
q kI∞k
J
∞k
K
∞ T
(0) + 6 kI∞Q
(I)
J T
(1)
J − 3 kI∞kJ∞κK T (2)K
+ 6
κIQ
(I)
J
q
T
(3)
IJ + 3
kI∞κJκK
q
T
(4)
JK +
κIκJκK
q2
T
(5)
IJK
]
.
B The explicit asymptotically WAdS3×SqS3 bub-
bling solution
In this section, we focus on the IR geometry of the solution constructed in section 4.4.
We give the local S1 ×R4 metric (4.15) at each of the four centers and the periodicities
of the angles.
• At the origin of the space, r ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds20 =
5 Λ2
18
√
7
3
[
dr2
r
+
5632
1575
dy20
+ r
(
dθ2 + 2(1 + cos θ) dφ2L0 + 2(1− cos θ) dφ2R0
)]
,
(B.1)
where y0, φL0 and φR0 are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
y0 = y∞ +
9
4
(ψ∞ − φ) ,
φL0 =
1
8
(21 y∞ + 31(ψ∞ − φ)) + φ ,
φR0 =
1
8
(21 y∞ + 31(ψ∞ − φ)) .
(B.2)
We can read the periodicities from (4.23)
(y0, φL0, φR0) =

(y0, φL0, φR0) − 20 pi T
473
(51, 64, 64)
(y0, φL0, φR0) +
pi
2
(18, 31, 31)
(y0, φL0, φR0) + 2pi (0, 1, 0)
. (B.3)
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Using the procedure detailed in section 4.2, this corresponds to a smooth discrete quo-
tient of S1 × R4 if b is not divisible by 2 where b is the denominator of the irreducible
fraction T = a
b
.
• At the second center, r1 ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds21 =
Λ2
23
√
155
2
[
dr21
r1
+
15548
837
dy21
+ r1
(
dθ21 + 2(1 + cos θ1) dφ
2
L1 + 2(1− cos θ1) dφ2R1
)]
,
(B.4)
where y1, φL1 and φR1 are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
y1 = y∞ + ψ∞ − 5
13
φ ,
φL1 =
1
6
(21 y∞ + 31ψ∞ − 23φ) + φ ,
φR1 =
1
6
(21 y∞ + 31ψ∞ − 23φ) .
(B.5)
We can read the periodicities from (4.23)
(y1, φL1, φR1) =

(y1, φL1, φR1) − 160 pi T
1419
(3, 32, 32)
(y1, φL1, φR1) +
2pi
3
(6, 31, 31)
(y1, φL1, φR1) +
2pi
39
(24, 91, 52)
. (B.6)
This corresponds to a smooth discrete quotient of S1 × R4 if b is not divisible by 13
where b is the denominator of the irreducible fraction T = a
b
.
• At the third center, r5 ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds25 =
65 Λ2
207
√
11
6
[
dr25
r5
+
599081
128700
dy25
+ r5
(
dθ25 + 2(1 + cos θ5) dφ
2
L5 + 2(1− cos θ5) dφ2R5
)]
,
(B.7)
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where y5, φL5 and φR5 are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
y5 = y∞ − 3
61
(3ψ∞ − 13φ) ,
φL5 =
1
32
(21 y∞ + 31ψ∞ − 17φ) + φ ,
φR5 =
1
32
(21 y∞ + 31ψ∞ − 17φ) .
(B.8)
Then, we can read the periodicities from (4.23)
(y5, φL5, φR5) =

(y5, φL5, φR5) +
320pi T
28853
(120,−61,−61)
(y5, φL5, φR5) +
pi
488
(−288, 1891, 1891)
(y5, φL5, φR5) +
pi
488
(480, 1403, 427)
. (B.9)
This corresponds to a smooth discrete quotient of S1 × R4 if b is not divisible by 16
where b is the denominator of the irreducible fraction T = a
b
.
• At the fourth center, rp ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds2p =
Λ2
207
√
145
3
[
dr2p
rp
+
66309
232
dy2p
+ rp
(
dθ2p + 2(1 + cos θp) dφ
2
Lp + 2(1− cos θp) dφ2Rp
)]
,
(B.10)
where yp, φLp and φRp are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
yp = y∞ − 21
31
(ψ∞ + φ) ,
φLp =
1
16
(21 y∞ + 31ψ∞ + 15φ) + φ ,
φRp =
1
16
(21 y∞ + 31ψ∞ + 15φ) .
(B.11)
Then, we can read the periodicities from (4.23)
(yp, φLp, φRp) =

(yp, φLp, φRp) +
640pi T
14663
(3,−31,−31)
(yp, φLp, φRp) +
pi
124
(336, 961, 961)
(yp, φLp, φRp) +
pi
124
(336, 961, 713)
. (B.12)
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This corresponds to a smooth discrete quotient of S1×R4 if b is not divisible by 8 where
b is the denominator of the irreducible fraction T = a
b
.
Consequently, the IR bubbling geometry is smooth if and only if T = a
b
∈ Q and b is
not divisible by 2 or 13.
C The explicit asymptotically NHEK bubbling so-
lution
In this section, we focus on the IR geometry of the solution constructed in 4.4. We give
the local S1 ×R4 metrics (4.15) around each of the four centers and the periodicities of
the angles.
• At the origin of the space, r ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds20 =
Λ2
240
√
675− 67√65
6
[
dr2
r
+
49 (2915 + 259
√
65)
10240
dy20
+ r
(
dθ2 + 2(1 + cos θ) dφ2L0 + 2(1− cos θ) dφ2R0
)]
,
(C.1)
where y0, φL0 and φR0 are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
y0 = y∞ +
17
7
(ψ∞ − φ) ,
φL0 = − 6 y∞ + 10 (φ− ψ∞) + φ ,
φR0 = − 6 y∞ + 10 (φ− ψ∞) .
(C.2)
The periodicities derived from (5.8) are
(y0, φL0, φR0) =

(y0, φL0, φR0) + 2pi
(
− 33
7 Λ
,
15
Λ
,
15
Λ
,
)
(y0, φL0, φR0) + 2pi
(
34
7
,−20,−20
)
(y0, φL0, φR0) + 2pi (0, 1, 0)
. (C.3)
Using the procedure in section 4.2, this is a smooth discrete quotient of S1 ×R4 for any
rational Λ.
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• At the second center, r1 ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds21 =
Λ2
420
√
−635 + 123√65
2
[
dr21
r1
+
289 (2575 + 303
√
65)
47360
dy21
+ r1
(
dθ21 + 2(1 + cos θ1) dφ
2
L1 + 2(1− cos θ1) dφ2R1
)]
,
(C.4)
where y1, φL1 and φR1 are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
y1 = y∞ +
1
17
(23ψ∞ − 27φ) ,
φL1 = − 6 y∞ − 10ψ∞ + 12φ ,
φR1 = − 6 y∞ − 10ψ∞ + 11φ .
(C.5)
The periodicities are
(y1, φL1, φR1) =

(y1, φL1, φR1) − 2pi
(
− 27
17 Λ
,
15
Λ
,
15
Λ
,
)
(y1, φL1, φR1) + 2pi
(
46
17
,−20,−20
)
(y1, φL1, φR1) + 2pi
(
− 4
17
, 2, 1
) . (C.6)
This is a smooth discrete quotient of S1 × R4.
• At the third center, r5 ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds25 =
Λ2
560
√
9635− 323√65
6
[
dr25
r5
+
529 (1215 + 223
√
65)
564480
dy25
+ r5
(
dθ25 + 2(1 + cos θ5) dφ
2
L5 + 2(1− cos θ5) dφ2R5
)]
,
(C.7)
where y5, φL5 and φR5 are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
y5 = y∞ +
1
23
(ψ∞ + 3φ) ,
φL5 = − 1
21
(6 y∞ + 10ψ∞ + 9φ) + φ ,
φR5 = − 1
21
(6 y∞ + 10ψ∞ + 9φ) ,
(C.8)
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with the following periodicities
(y5, φL5, φR5) =

(y5, φL5, φR5) + 2 pi
(
51
23 Λ
,
5
7 Λ
,
5
7 Λ
)
(y5, φL5, φR5) + 2 pi
(
2
23
,−20
21
,−20
21
)
(y5, φL5, φR5) + 2 pi
(
4
23
,
2
21
,−19
21
) . (C.9)
This corresponds to a smooth discrete quotient of S1 × R4.
• At the fourth center, rp ∼ 0:
The local metric is
ds2p =
4 Λ2
9
1
43675 + 5435
√
65
[
dr2p
rp
+
45 (6145 + 737
√
65)
8
dy2p
+ rp
(
dθ2p + 2(1 + cos θp) dφ
2
Lp + 2(1− cos θp) dφ2Rp
)]
,
(C.10)
where yp, φLp and φRp are related to the angles at infinity y∞, ψ∞ and φ by
yp = y∞ +
3
5
(ψ∞ + φ) ,
φLp = − 6 y∞ − 10ψ∞ − 9φ ,
φRp = − 6 y∞ − 10ψ∞ − 10φ .
(C.11)
The periodicities are
(yp, φLp, φRp) =

(yp, φLp, φRp) − 2pi
(
3
5 Λ
,
15
Λ
,
15
Λ
,
)
(yp, φLp, φRp) + 2pi
(
6
5
,−20,−20
)
(yp, φLp, φRp) + 2pi
(
6
5
,−19,−20
) . (C.12)
This corresponds to a smooth discrete quotient of S1 × R4.
Consequently, the IR bubbling geometry is smooth for any rational values of Λ.
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